This paper proposes a method for detecting determiner errors, which are highly frequent in learner English. To augment conventional methods, the proposed method exploits a strong tendency displayed by learners in determiner usage, i.e., mistakenly omitting determiners most of the time. Its basic idea is simple and applicable to almost any conventional method. This paper also proposes combining the method with countability prediction, which results in further improvement. Experiments show that the proposed method achieves an F-measure of 0.684 and significantly outperforms conventional methods.
Introduction
Determiner usage is one of the major difficulties that nonnative speakers of English are faced with in English writing. This is especially true for those whose mother tongue does not have a determiner system similar to that of English (e.g., Chinese and Japanese). It can easily be observed, among other errors, in an essay written by a Japanese learner of English:
I became univercity student, I get up early every morning. I go to the school when I listening to music in train. Stady is very different. Especiary I think that programing and math doesn't know.
The underlines indicate the noun phrases (NPs) that have a determiner error. Because of the difficulty inherent in using determiners, errors in determiners, including article errors, are one of the most frequent grammatical error types in learner English [1] , [2] .
Determiner errors are so frequent that they become problematic in several circumstances. For example, teachers have to identify and correct determiner errors in writing classrooms, which is time-consuming and costly. Similarly, raters have to identify a great number of determiner errors to evaluate writing skills in grammar in writing tests.
Given these circumstances, researchers [2] - [10] have done a great deal of work on determiner-error detection, mostly focusing on article errors. Most of this work [2] , [5] - [7] has attempted to solve article-error detection as a classification problem by using machine learning algorithms or Manuscript received May 27, 2011 . Manuscript revised September 21, 2011 . † The author is with Konan University, Kobe-shi, 658-8501 Japan.
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statistical methods -three-way classification into the indefinite article a, the definite article the, and no article φ * . For instance, Han et al. [2] , [5] propose a maximum entropy (ME) classifier-based method for predicting correct articles; if the prediction disagrees with the one actually used, then it is detected as an error. The features are based on lexical and syntactic information around the article in question. They report that their method achieves a recall of 0.40 with a precision of 0.90. It should be noted that these article-error detection methods can naturally be extended to determinererror detection. One can build an n-way classifier where n corresponds to the number of target determiners. The classifier selects the correct one out of the target determiners in determiner-error detection.
As an alternative approach, Nagata et al. [9] , [10] propose using countability prediction. Countability is highly related to determiner usage [11] , [12] . For example, noncount nouns do not take the indefinite article whereas singular count nouns do not appear without a determiner. Their method first predicts the countability of the head noun from its surrounding context and then applies some rules to the prediction to examine whether the determiner that modifies the head noun is correct or not.
Although performance has improved, one important factor is overlooked in the previous methods. They do not take into consideration the fact that the target texts are written by learners of English. Learners of English have a strong tendency to mistakenly omit determiners most of the time, and this tendency has crucial implications for determinererror detection. Methods designed to detect determiner errors in learner English should thus exploit this tendency in order to achieve better performance.
Accordingly, this paper takes the first step in exploiting this learner tendency to achieve better performance. The basic idea is very simple and applicable to almost any classification-based method. Nevertheless, it significantly improves performance, as shown in the experiments. Furthermore, this paper attempts to combine the classification-based method with the countability prediction-based method, which results in further improvement.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic idea of the proposed method. Section 3 discusses the proposed methods in detail. Sec- tion 4 describes the experiments conducted to evaluate the proposed methods. Section 5 discusses the experimental results. Section 6 discusses the related work.
Basic Idea
Let us start by analyzing determiner usage in learner English, which leads us to the basic idea. Izumi et al. [1] report that articles are frequently missing at all proficiency levels (novice, intermediate, and advanced) in the NICT JLE corpus. The frequency approximately ranges from 60% to 80% depending on the proficiency levels. Han et al. [2] expand this into the writing of Chinese, Japanese, and Russian learners of English, focusing on articles errors out of determiner errors. They show that missing and extraneous articles account for around 80% of all article errors as shown in Table 1 . These analyses suggest that learners (at least Chinese, Japanese, and Russian) have a strong tendency to often mistakenly omit and extraneously use determiners. A possible reason is that these languages do not have a determiner system similar to that of English. Considering this, other learners whose mother tongue is similar are likely to have the same tendency. Surprisingly, no one has exploited this tendency in efforts to detect determiner errors in learner English. This paper takes the first step in exploiting it to achieve better performance.
In consideration of this tendency, predicting whether the NP in question requires a determiner or not is sufficient for detecting 70% to 80% of determiner errors. The observations suggest that the key to success in determiner error detection for learner English is to efficiently predict whether the NP in question requires or not. This leads to the proposed method's basic idea of solving determiner-error detection as a binary classification problem instead of the conventional n-way classification. In other words, it is classification into two categories: (i) YES -the NP in question requires a determiner and (ii) NO -the opposite. If the NP in question is classified into YES and it has no determiner, then an error is detected; likewise if NO and it has a determiner, then an error.
Proposed Method

Generating Training Data
The source of training data is a raw corpus. As preprocessing, the corpus is tagged with part-of-speech (POS) and chunked using existing tools.
With this preparation, training data are automatically generated as follows. Each NP headed by a noun in the tagged corpus corresponds to a training instance. These labeled NPs are training instances in the proposed method.
Detecting Determiner Errors
The proposed method detects determiner errors in three steps. First, a classifier is trained on the training instances. Then, the classifier is applied to each NP in the target text to predict whether the NP requires a determiner or not. Third, errors are detected based on the prediction. If the prediction is YES and the NP has no determiner, then it is detected as an error; likewise if NO and the NP has a determiner, then an error. Almost any classification algorithm can be used as the classifier given the training data. In the proposed method, a decision list (DL)-based classifier [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] is selected for this purpose. One of the reasons for DLs is that it is robust against noise in learner English [10] . Here, noise refers to errors other than determiner errors (e.g., other grammatical errors and spelling errors). A wide variety of errors appear in learner English as shown in the example essay in Sect. 1. The noise affects the performance of error detection methods. Thus, it is preferable that error detection methods be robust against noise. DLs tend to ignore noise because they make a prediction solely relying on the most relevant one out of available rules; simply, they ignore rules containing noise because noise normally does not appear in the training data. Another reason is that there is a natural way of combining the proposed method (classification based-method) with the countability prediction-based method [9] , [10] that also uses the DL-based classifier. In the proposed method, two DLs are learned for each different head noun -one for its singular form and one for its plural form. The DLs are applied to the head noun according to its form.
A DL consists of a set of rules that have the template:
If a condition is true, then make a decision.
To formalize the template in the proposed method, we use a variable L that takes either YES or NO to denote whether the NP in question requires a determiner or not, respectively. We also use w and C to denote a word and a certain context around the head noun, respectively. We define three types of C: (i) np: the NP in question, (ii) −k: k words to the left of the NP, and (iii) +k: k words to its right. Then the template is formalized by:
Hereafter, to keep the notation simple, it will be abbreviated to w C → L. The value of k is set to 3 following Nagata et al.'s work [9] . Now rules for a DL can be obtained from the training data. All that is needed is to collect words in C from the training data. Here, the following words are excluded as stop words: determiners, personal pronouns, auxiliary verbs, and the head noun itself † . All words are reduced to their morphological stem and converted entirely to lower case when collected. In addition, a default rule is defined. It is based on the head noun itself and used when no other applicable rules are found in the DL. It is defined by h → L major , where h and L major denote the head noun and the majority of L for the head noun in the training data, respectively. It reads, "If the head noun appears, then predict the label by the majority."
The log-likelihood ratio (LLR) [14] decides in which order rules are applied in prediction. It is defined by
where L is the exclusive event of L and p(L|w C ) is the probability that the label is L when w appears in the context C. The probability p(L|w C ) is estimated by
where f (w C ) and f (w C , L) are occurrences of w appearing in C and those in C when the label is L, respectively. In this paper, α is set to 1.0 following Nagata et al.'s work [9] . Rules in a DL are sorted in descending order by LLR. They are tested on the target NP in this order. Table 2 shows part of a DL for the noun time that was learned from the corpora used in the experiments. Note that the rules are divided into two columns for the purpose of illustration; in practice, they are merged into one. Table 2 suggests that the noun time requires a determiner when referring to a certain period, an occasion, or a moment whereas it does not when referring to portion of time or the whole portion, which agrees with our intuition. It also shows that certain words such as same and first require it to have a determiner, which is associated with the same time and the first time, respectively.
Once DLs are learned from the training data, determiner errors can be detected by applying them to the NPs in the target text as explained at the beginning of this subsection.
Combining with Countability Prediction
Combining a classification-based method with the countability prediction-based method is an attractive idea because they have different properties in determiner-error detection. Countability is highly related to determiner usage Table 3 Detection capability of countability prediction-based method.
and thus should be considered in classification-based methods as human speakers do. At the same time, the countability prediction-based method is not capable of detecting a certain class of determiner errors which classification-based methods are. The countability prediction-based method first predicts whether the head noun in the NP in question is count or non-count noun from the surrounding words using DLs. Then, it determines whether the NP in question has a determiner error or not according to the rules shown in Table 3 . The symbol × in Table 3 denotes that the combination is erroneous and that the countability prediction-based method detects it as an error. For instance, if the predicted countability is non-count and the head noun is modified by a, then the countability prediction-based method detects it as an error. Similarly, if a singular count noun with φ, then the countability prediction-based method detects it as an error. On the other hand, the symbol ? denotes that the countability prediction-based method does not target at the combination. In this case, it always answers "The combination is correct." regardless of whether an error exists or not. Before getting into further details, let us define two names to avoid confusion between the classification-based method proposed in Sect. 3.2 and the one combined with countability prediction. Hereafter, the former and the latter will be referred to as the binary classification-based method and the mixture method, respectively. Now let us describe the mixture method. Fortunately, there is a natural way of combining the binary classification-based method with the countability prediction-based method. Both use the same type of classifier (i.e., DL-based classifier). Thus, rules in both DLs for a noun are simply merged into one and are sorted in descending order by LLR defined by Eq. (1); an example is shown in Table 4 . Then, rules are applied to the head noun in this order. If the applied rule is from the binary classification-based method, the detection procedure is the same as in the binary classification-based method. If it is from the countability prediction-based method, the detec- † Note that the information on the head noun is included in each DL because a DL is learned for each target noun. tion is done based on the predicted countability. Basically, the detection is done according to Table 3 (see [9] for the details). Table 4 and in turn to be a determiner error because it has no determiner, and [NP a/DT time/NN ] would be predicted to be a non-count noun by the fifth rule (waste −3 → Non-count) and in turn to be incorrect because non-count nouns do not take a.
Experiments
Experimental Conditions
We collected 119 essays (10261 words) written by Japanese junior high (third grade) and high school students (first grade) for the experiments. The topic was either My family, Memories of junior high school, or Future dreams. Table 5 shows the statistics on the target essays. Native speakers of English, who were teachers of English, annotated the essays with grammatical errors, including determiner errors. We selected the following 18 determiners as the target of detection: a, all, each, every, her, his, its, my, our, φ, that, the, their, these, those, this, what, your. As a result, 240 errors were identified in the 18 determiners in the essays. Table 6 shows the distribution of determiner errors.
For comparison, we implemented the countability prediction-based method [9] and the ME classifier-based method [2] . In addition, we extended the ME classifierbased method to n-way classification to investigate how well n-way classification performs on determiner-error detection.
We used three corpora that were analyzed by the OAK system † . The first was the written part of the British National Corpus [15] (approximately 80 million words). The second consisted of the English concept explication in the EDR English-Japanese Bilingual dictionary and the EDR corpus [16] (approximately 3 million words). The third consisted of educational materials for Japanese learners of English (approximately 180 thousand words). Recall and precision were used to evaluate the performance. Recall and precision were defined by: R = # of determiner errors correctly detected # of determiner errors
and P = # of determiner errors correctly detected # of detected determiner errors ,
respectively. Also, F-measure was used which evaluates the performance considering both recall and precision. Fmeasure was defined by
Experimental Procedure
Each method was trained on the corpora. In the ME classifier-based methods, it was impossible to use all training instances obtained from the corpora because of a computational problem † † . To solve this problem, training instances were sampled from the corpora. All training instances generated from the corpus consisting of the educational materials were included in the training data because they were designed for Japanese learners of English. As for the remaining two corpora, all training instances whose head noun appeared in the target essays were also included in the training data, considering the fact that head nouns are the most crucial in the ME classifier-based methods [2] . From the rest, 20% of training instances were randomly sampled out. In total, the number of training instances was approximately six million and seven million in the ME classifierbased method and the n-way ME classifier-based method, respectively. Note that the use of all NP instances would improve their performance very little according to the ex- † OAK System Homepage: http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/oak/. Long sentences that the OAK system could not analyze were excluded from the corpora.
† † All ME classifiers were generated by the opennlp.maxent package (http://maxent.sourceforge.net/) on a Linux server (Quad core AMD Opteron 2.3 GHz, 4 GMB memory). It was impossible to generate an ME classifier using all training instances, which amounted to approximately 21 million instances, due to the lack of memory. † . In the experiments, we faced a problem of evaluating and comparing the performances of the above methods. The countability prediction-based method simultaneously detected errors in number (e.g., advices) together with determiner errors. Therefore, it was difficult to evaluate the performances in determiner-error detection and number error detection separately. To avoid this problem, the performances of all methods were evaluated by both including and excluding errors in number. It should be emphasized that all the methods are partly capable of detecting errors in number. The number of errors in the target essays increased to 356 from 240 when errors in number were considered. Table 7 to Table 14 show the experimental results. "Mixture" and "Binary classification" refer to the two proposed methods. "Countability prediction," "ME," and "ME nway" refer to the countability prediction-based method, the ME classifier-based method, and the n-way ME classifierbased method," respectively.
Experimental Results
It turns out that the binary classification-based method performs far better than the three-way ME classificationbased method and the n-way ME classification-based method. It follows that the exploitation of the binary classification setting is effective in determiner-error detection whereas the direct prediction of correct determiners seems very difficult. The performances of the binary classification-based method and the countability prediction-based methods are similar in terms of F-measure. However, the experimental results show that the former is recall-oriented, almost always achieving the best recall, whereas the latter is precisionoriented. The mixture method further improves the binary classification-based method achieving the best F-measure of 0.684 in Table 10 and 0.679 in Table 14 . Indeed, the mixture method significantly outperforms the other methods in Fmeasure in both Table 10 and Table 14 at p < 0.01 (approximate randomization test) except the countability predictionbased method in Table 10 where the difference is significant at p < 0.05. † They report that performance (accuracy) improves from 87.92% to 87.99% when the number of training instances increases from 4.8 million to 6 million.
Discussion
Comparison with Previous Methods
The experimental results show that the binary setting is effective in determiner-error detection. It seems that it is too difficult to predict correct determiners or even correct articles from the local context according to the performances of the ME classifier-based methods. Unlike the ME classifierbased methods, however, the proposed methods focus on predicting whether the NP in question requires a determiner or not, which is useful in language learning and teaching as explained in Sect. 2.
The fact that the target essays contain noise (i.e, spelling and grammatical errors) makes it more difficult to predict correct determiners. The ME classifier-based methods use all contextual features available surrounding the determiner in question. It is highly possible that noise in the context affect their performances. Especially, spelling errors are problematic for them. Actually, Han et al. [2] excluded, from their experiments, instances whose feature contained a spelling error, whereas the experiments in this work include such instances. By contrast, as explained in Sect. 3.2, the proposed methods tend to ignore noise because the proposed methods (DLs) make a prediction solely relying on the most relevant one out of the surrounding features. Simply, they ignore features containing noise because it normally does not appear in the training data.
Compared to the countability prediction-based method, it turns out that the binary classification based-method can detect determiner errors that the countability predictionbased method often fails to detect. The countability prediction-based method tends to overlook missing definite articles. This is often the case when the head noun is one of the nouns that almost always take the definite article such as the sun. In the countability prediction-based method, instances modified by the definite article are discarded from the training data because their countability is not determined by the rules used for generating the training data. Because of this, the countability prediction-based method fails to detect errors in such cases. By contrast, the binary classificationbased method successfully tells that the NPs almost always require a determiner. This explains why the recall of the binary classification-based method is much higher than that of the countability prediction-based method.
The binary classification-based method significantly improves when it is combined with the countability prediction-based method. Namely, the mixture method achieves the best performance in terms of F-measure. Intuitively, the mixture method adaptively selects a better rule from the binary classification-based method and the countability prediction-based method according to LLR. This is exemplified by the rules in Table 4 in Sect. 3.3. On the one hand, according to the rules, in the mixture method, it is almost certain that the head noun time takes a determiner when same or all modifies it, which are rules from the binary classification-based method. On the other hand, the mixture method predicts the head noun time to be a noncount noun when waste appears in the left context, allowing the head noun to have either φ or the.
It is important to clarify the capability of each determiner error detection method. Although all methods implemented in the experiments target at 18 determiners, there are some error categories each method does not target at. Table 15 shows the error categories each method targets at. the symbol denotes an error category the corresponding method targets at. For instance, Table 15 shows that the binary classification-based method target at missing and extraneous determiner errors in any of the 18 determiners while it does not all selection type errors between the 18 determiners (strictly the 17 determiners excluding φ). Note that the details of the capability of the countability prediction-based method were already shown in Table 3 and were discussed in Sect. 3.3.
To conclude, this paper has the following two contributions in comparison with the previous methods:
1. Selection of the binary classification setting for learner English 2. Method for combining a classification-based method with the countability prediction-based method
In the first, it may seem trivial to narrow down an nway classification to a binary classification. However, it is actually not because there are a wide variety of choices for a binary classification setting. For example, one could select a binary classification setting between a/φ and the. This binary classification setting is more natural than that in the proposed method in terms of determiner usage because it corresponds to the natural classification of articles, the former being the indefinite class and the latter being the definite class. Or, one could select the other possibility between a/the and φ although the reason for the choice is obscure. Things get more complicated when we consider other determiners. One could form a class with the, this, those, · · · which has a definite property or another with a, another, each, · · · which has an indefinite or individual property.
We did select our particular binary classification setting among others because of the observation that the writing of learners of English displays a strong tendency to mistakenly omit determiners most of the time. The tendency implies that the key to success in determiner error detection for learner English is to predict whether the NP in question requires or not. It should be emphasized that our binary classification setting is not a simple derivation from the conventional n-way classification setting or the three-way classification setting (a, the, and φ) since the underlining motivation is different. We take the binary classification setting not because we want to simplify the classification problem but because we want to consider the tendency in determiner error detection, which no one has done before.
In the second, this paper has proposed a method for combining the classification-based method with the countability prediction-based method. The proposed method (the mixture method) adaptively selects a better rule from the two methods according to LLR. Because of this, the proposed method has improved in recall without degrading precision.
False Negatives and False Positives
Although the effectiveness of the proposed methods has been shown, there are still some false negatives and false positives; 68 false negatives and 91 false positives were found in the mixture method.
The most frequent cause of the false negatives was selection-type errors (mostly a/the selection), accounting for 32.4% of all false negatives. As already explained, the mixture method is incapable of detecting selection-type errors. Thus, one needs some other techniques to detect this type of error. Extraneous definite articles come next (23.5%). The mixture method becomes incapable of detecting this type of errors when it uses rules from the countability predictionbased method. More importantly, extraneous definite articles are often hard to detect for all detection methods due to instances of generic reference [11] . To see this, let us consider the following example: "I can see the two dogs. I hate dogs." Here, both the and φ can be put in the underline, the latter being a generic reference. To determine which is correct requires full knowledge of the context. Obviously, none of the methods in the experiments take this into consideration. A similar reason explains false negatives of which definite article is missing (23.5%). It often requires discourse and/or extra-textual information to determine whether the definite article should be used or not [2] . By contrast, the usage of the indefinite article seems to be less problematic for the mixture method. Missing and extraneous indefinite articles only occupy 4.4% and 2.9% of the false negatives, respectively. POS-tagging or chunking errors also seem not to affect the performance so much (4.4%).
Unlike the false negatives, 49.5% of the false positives are due to POS-tagging or chunking errors. For instance, the word kind used as an adjective was often mistakenly POStagged as a noun as in She is [NP kind/NN ] . In that case, the detection often resulted in a false positive because the word kind usually appears with a determiner (e.g., a kind of ) in the corpora. Another major cause of false negatives is grammatical errors (13.2%). If words that are informative for determiner usage have grammatical errors, the mixture method tends to make a false positive (For instance, I don't want to live a life too busy., which has an error in word order and correctly is I don't want to live too busy a life.). For the sentence, it selected the default rule li f e → Noncount (LLR=0.867) and discarded the rule busy +3 → YES (LLR=0.062). Without the error in word order, the mixture method would have used the appropriate rule busy np → YES (LLR=1.92) and would not have made the false positive.
Effectiveness for Educational Purposes
An obvious application of the proposed methods to language learning is to give feedback to learners. Although the proposed methods achieve a good detection performance, there is a possibility that false positives and negatives in its feedback will confuse learners. This implies that the feedback of the proposed methods may have no effect on or even degrade learners' writing skills. Similarly, one could argue that the proposed methods only instruct where determiners are missing or extraneous and do not which determiner to use. This might be a drawback in terms of feedback in language learning. In other words, it is a research question of how salient feedback on error should be in supporting language learning.
There has been a series of work that answers these research questions. Chodorow et al. [17] show that determiner error detection is effective in supporting language learning. They show that determiner error rate significantly decreases when learners use a determiner error detection system even if false positives and negatives exist in the feedback. Nagata and Nakatani [18] also report that the countability prediction-based method is effective in language learning. They show that the results of the error detection of the countability prediction-based method play a role of prompts that let learners rethink and revise their writings. They also report a similar result to Chodorow et al. [17] 's work that the feedback is effective in reducing error rate even if it contains false positives and negatives.
In the previous work, researches have favored precision-oriented error detection. For example, Chodorow et al. [17] argue that they maximize precision at the expense of recall in their system; the precision of their system is about 90% and its recall is about 40%. Also, Nagata and Nakatani [18] show that a precision-oriented error detection has a greater effect on language learning.
Considering these facts, it is expected that the mixture method will also be useful for supporting language learning because it achieves a comparable or better precision to that of the previous methods while its recall is much higher. In other words, it can detect a wider variety of determiner er-rors than the previous methods, keeping precision equal to or better than that of the previous methods.
For the research question concerning salience of feedback, Robb et al. [19] show that only indicating where errors exist has good effects in second language learning. They even show that it is a better strategy than providing the correct forms. Several researchers, including Lee [20] and Ferris and Roberts [21] , report similar results that support these findings. In addition, Chodorow et al. [17] and Nagata and Nakatani [18] report that determiner error detection systems that only indicate where errors exist improve writing skills.
At the same time, we should be still careful about the application of the proposed methods to language learning. Chodorow et al. [17] demonstrate that the feedback of their system sometimes degrades the quality of learners' essays. In their experiments, 27% of the essays written by learners who received the feedback resulted in worse quality (while 53% were better); c.f., 14% were worse and 36% were better without feedback. These results imply that feedback obtained by error detection methods may have negative effects on language learning. Thus, we need further considerations and practices to be fully sure about the effectiveness of the proposed methods in supporting language learning, including the discussion on how the feedback should be given to learners, how the balance of recall and precision is optimized, and in what circumstances they should be used.
One way to avoid negative effects, which is readily available, is to apply error detection to language learning as follows. Learners can use error detection to receive feedback, revise their writings based on the feedback, and then repeat the whole process until they think their writings are good enough. Finally, a teacher of English can check the quality of their writings and can give some feedback to remove confusion if necessary. As Burstein et al. [22] suggest, the best way to improve one's writing skills is to write, receive feedback, revise based on the feedback, and then repeat the whole process as often as possible. The application of the proposed method in this way enables it to make learners repeat the process and still to reduce teachers' effort in correcting and revising learners' writings.
In addition to feedback to learners, the proposed methods are useful in another area. The proposed methods can help teachers or raters find errors when they correct and/or score learners' essays (in writing exercises or writing tests, for example). They can use the proposed methods to facilitate finding errors. Similarly, the proposed methods can be used in automated essay scoring where the system has to find as many errors as possible to correctly score a given essay. In these applications, it is preferable that an error detection method achieves as high F-measure as possible to reduce human effort.
Relation to Previous Work
Correlated with determiner-error detection is article generation. Researchers [23] , [24] first explored article generation methods based on hand-crafted rules, mostly aiming at machine translation. However, these methods are not directly applicable to determiner-error detection because they use the knowledge in the source language, which is not available in essay writing. Knight and Chander [25] took the first step to using a machine learning algorithm for article generation although their method only deals with a/the selection. Minnen et al. [26] extend this work to three-way classification. However, their method also depends on information such as functional tags in Penn Treebank which may not be reliable in essay writing.
As mentioned in Sect. 1, there has been a great deal of work on determiner-error detection although none of it explicitly exploits the learners' tendency. Only Han et al. [2] compared their three-way ME classifier-based method with its variant whose classification was between a/the and φ, and it achieved a slight improvement. It should be emphasized that the motivation for the use of the binary classification was that they thought the three-way classification was difficult for their ME classifier rather than they tried to exploit the learners' tendency. More importantly, their binary classification setting is essentially different from ours; ours is whether the NP in question requires a determiner or not.
Hermet and Alain Désilets [27] propose an interesting approach to exploiting learners' tendencies in preposition error correction. They use the learners' mother language corpus together with an English corpus to model learners' tendencies. However, their method explicitly assumes that errors are detected by a certain error detection method before it is applied. Consequently, their method on its own is not applicable to error detection.
